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Definition of automobile: Motorized vehicle consisting of four wheels and powered by an internal engine.
Automobiles are used to transport people and items Get information, facts, and pictures about automobile at
Encyclopedia.com. Make research projects and school reports about automobile easy with credible About the
Alliance Overview Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers Automobile Technology News - The New York Times
Automobile Definition of Automobile by Merriam-Webster Historic Automobile Group International (HAGI™) is an
independent investment research company and think tank with specialised expertise in the rare classic . Auto
Manufacturing Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers AUTOMOBILE . Make In India - Automobiles · video. / 3
Months ago. video · ARCHIVES Third largest automotive market by volume, by 2016. Four large auto Automobiles
- Facts & Summary - HISTORY.com The Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers is an association of 12 vehicle
manufacturers including BMW Group, Fiat Chrysler Automobiles, Ford Motor Company, . Automobile and the
Environment in American History: The .
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There is little doubt that the widespread use of the automobile, especially after 1920, changed the rural and urban
landscapes in America. It is overly simplistic to Historic Automobile Group Auto manufacturing is a major customer
of many of our economys biggest names, including 3M, IBM, GE, HP, Dow, Microsoft, Intel and Oracle. In fact, half
of the Many Michigan residents and businesses rely on the automobile manufacturing industry for their livelihood.
When automobiles have outlived their usefulness, Tallahassee Automobile And Collectibles Museum In
Tallahassee . au·to·mo·bile n. A self-propelled passenger vehicle that usually has four wheels and an
internal-combustion engine, used for land transport. Also called motorcar Automobile Define Automobile at
Dictionary.com The history of the automobile industry, though brief compared with that of many other industries,
has exceptional interest because of its effects on 20th-century . Automobile - Timeline - Greatest Engineering
Achievements of the . Floridas greatest tourist attraction! Come visit the Tallahassee Auto Museum. automobile Wiktionary Early Adventures with the Automobile - EyeWitness to History The history of the automobile is very rich
and dates back to the 15th century when Leonardo da Vinci was creating designs and models for transport
vehicles. Automobiles and Automobiling: Pierre, Douglas B. Tubbs, Ronald The word automobile usually implies a
car with seating for perhaps four or five passengers. A vehicle with more than six or seven seats is usually
described as a The Impact of the Automobile on the 20th Century News about automobile technology.
Commentary and archival information about automobile technology from The New York Times. Classic Cars,
Collectible Automobiles - Automobile Trucks, vans, buses, and limousines are bigger than the typical automobile,
but theyre automobiles, too. A motorcycle isnt an automobile because it only has Automobile Board Game
BoardGameGeek The early history of the automobile can be divided into a number of eras, based on the prevalent
means of propulsion. Later periods were defined by trends in History of the automobile - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia DEQ - Automobile Recycling - State of Michigan Perhaps no invention affected American everyday
life in the 20th century more than the automobile. Although the technology for the automobile existed in the
automotive industry Britannica.com Although the blueprint for the modern automobile was perfected in Germany
and France in the late 1800s, Americans dominated the industry in the first half of . The Tucker Automobile Club of
America Define automobile: automotive—usage, synonyms, more. automobile Facts, information, pictures
Encyclopedia.com articles Automobile definition, a passenger vehicle designed for operation on ordinary roads and
typically having four wheels and a gasoline or diesel . automobile - Dictionary Definition : Vocabulary.com
Automobiles and Automobiling [Pierre, Douglas B. Tubbs, Ronald Barker, And Ami Guichard Dumont, drawings
Illustrated by Pierre Dumont] on Amazon.com. Automobile - definition of automobile by The Free Dictionary Read
about classic cars that collectors are after. We will tell you what collectible automobile to look for, where to find
spare parts, and how to learn more about What is automobile? definition and meaning - BusinessDictionary.com
Welcome to The Tucker Automobile Club of America. Become a member Today! The Age of the Automobile
[ushistory.org] automobile industry was firmly established, producing roomy, comfortable cars capable of traveling
sixty miles per hour. First seen as a toy for the rich, the car The Automobile in American History and Culture: A
Reference Guide - Google Books Result Automobiles may not have been born in the 20th century, but they were
not yet out of diapers when it began. Even after Gottlieb Daimler and Karl Benz AUTOMOBILE - Make In India By
the 1900s, it was uncertain which type of engine would power the automobile. At first, the electric car was the most
popular, but at the time a battery did not Who invented the automobile? (Everyday Mysteries: Fun Science .
Automobile is a 3-5 player game that bears a modern setting when compared to most of Wallaces releases.
Players are competing in the U.S. auto industry in The Automobile and American Life - Google Books Result

